The Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus
The Pacific Northwest tree octopus (Octopus
paxarbolis) can be found in the temperate
rainforests of the Olympic Peninsula on the west
coast of North America. Their habitat lies on the
Eastern side of the Olympic mountain range,
adjacent to Hood Canal. These solitary
cephalopods reach an average size (measured
from arm-tip to mantle-tip,) of 30-33 cm. Unlike
most other cephalopods, tree octopuses are
amphibious, spending only their early life and the
period of their mating season in their ancestral
aquatic environment. Because of the moistness of
the rainforests and specialized skin adaptations,
they are able to keep from becoming desiccated
for prolonged periods of time, but given the
chance they would prefer resting in pooled water.
An intelligent and inquisitive being (it has the
largest brain-to-body ratio for any mollusk), the
tree octopus explores its arboreal world by both
touch and sight. Adaptations its ancestors
originally evolved in the three dimensional
environment of the sea have been put to good
Rare photo of the elusive tree octopus
use in the spatially complex maze of the
(Enhanced from cropped telephoto)
coniferous Olympic rainforests. The challenges
and richness of this environment (and the intimate way in which it interacts with it,) may
account for the tree octopus's advanced behavioral development. (Some evolutionary
theorists suppose that "arboreal adaptation" is what laid the groundwork in primates for the
evolution of the human mind.)
Reaching out with one of her eight arms, each covered in sensitive suckers, a tree octopus
might grab a branch to pull herself along in a form of locomotion called tentaculation; or
she might be preparing to strike at an insect or small vertebrate, such as a frog or rodent,
or steal an egg from a bird's nest; or she might even be examining some object that caught
her fancy, instinctively desiring to manipulate it with her dexterous limbs (really deserving
the title "sensory organs" more than mere "limbs",) in order to better know it.

Tree octopuses have eyesight comparable to
humans. Besides allowing them to see their prey
and environment, it helps them in inter-octopus
relations. Although they are not social animals like
us, they display to one-another their emotions
through their ability to change the color of their
skin: red indicates anger, white fear, while they
normally maintain a mottled brown tone to blend
in with the background.
The reproductive cycle of the tree octopus is still
linked to its roots in the waters of the Puget
Sound from where it is thought to have originated.
Every year, in Spring, tree octopuses leave their
homes in the Olympic National Forest and
migrate towards the shore and, eventually, their
spawning grounds in Hood Canal. There, they
congregate (the only real social time in their
lives,) and find mates. After the male has
deposited his sperm, he returns to the forests,
leaving the female to find an aquatic lair in which Map of estimated tree octopus maximum range,
to attach her strands of egg-clusters. The female
including spawning waters
will guard and care for her eggs until they hatch,
refusing even to eat, and usually dying from her selflessness. The young will spend the first
month or so floating through Hood Canal, Admiralty Inlet, and as far as North Puget Sound
before eventually moving out of the water and beginning their adult lives.

Why It's Endangered
Although the tree octopus is not officially listed on
the Endangered Species List, we feel that it
should be added since its numbers are at a
critically low level for its breeding needs. The
reasons for this dire situation include: decimation
of
habitat
by
logging
and
suburban
encroachment; building of roads that cut off
access to the water which it needs for spawning;
predation by foreign species such as house cats;
and booming populations of its natural predators,
including the bald eagle and sasquatch. What
few that make it to the Canal are further
hampered in their reproduction by the growing
problem of pollution from farming and residential
run-off. Unless immediate action is taken to
protect this species and its habitat, the Pacific
Northwest tree octopus will be but a memory.

Route 101, separating the rainforests of the
Olympic Peninsula from Hood Canal

The possibility of Pacific Northwest tree octopus
extinction is not an unwarranted fear. Other tree octopus species—including the Douglas
octopus and the red-ringed madrona sucker—were once abundant throughout the
Cascadia region, but have since gone extinct because of threats similar to those faced by
paxarbolis, as well as overharvesting by the now-illegal tree octopus trade.
The history of the tree octopus trade is a sad one. Their voracious appetite for bird plumes
having exhausted all the worthy species of that family, the fashionistas moved on to
cephalopodic accoutrements during the early 20th Century. Tree octopuses became prized
by the fashion industry as ornamental decorations for hats, leading greedy trappers to wipe

out whole populations to feed the vanity of the
fashionable rich. While fortunately this practice
has been outlawed, its effects still reverberate
today as these millinery deprivations brought tree
octopus numbers below the critical point where
even minor environmental change could cause
disaster.
While efforts were made in the past to preserve
remaining tree octopus habitat, these were met
with resistance by the timber industry, which has
traditionally viewed the tree octopus as a
nuisance, both because the octopuses favor the
valuable, moss-shrouded trees of old growth
forests—pitting conservation needs against
lucrative sources of lumber—and because
octopuses hiding among felled trees often
gummed up sawmills and stained pulp vats with
their ink.
These nuisances led many loggers to regard tree
octopuses as bad luck, resulting in the pointless
killing of octopuses on sight at logging camps in a
misguided attempt at eradicating the troublesome
species. Anti-octopus sentiment was so strong
among loggers that some even began to fear that
the octopuses were prone to attacking humans.

Tree Octopus hat from 1923

These fears were fueled in no small part by
gratuitous stories involving tree octopuses
harassing lumberjacks and distressing damsels in
Northwestern-themed pulp magazines of the
1930-40s and variously "nipping", "entangling", or
"suckering the flesh" of the heroes of men's action
magazines of the 1950-60s. (The magazine
publishers depended on cheap paper made from
wood pulp and were glad to contribute to the antioctopus propaganda campaign of the timber
industry.)
To this day, misunderstanding and fear of these
gentle creatures can still be found among many
old timers, although education campaigns—and
special octopus-separators installed at sawmills—
have largely halted the practice of tree octopus Traveling sideshow exhibits, such as this one by
Glen "Bones" Hartzell from 1942, demonized tree
eradication.

octopuses to the ignorant masses
(Click to enlarge)

How You Can Help
Activism:
Want to become a Tree Octopus Activist? How You Can Help...

Activities:
Spread awareness and help a tree octopus with our Tree Octopus Activities...

More Tree Octopus Information
Tree Octopus FAQs — Frequently asked
questions, now with answers.
Tree Octopus Sightings — Includes
photos of and behavioral research on the
Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus and other
tree octopus species.
Tree Octopus In The Media —
appearances of tree octopuses, both real
and fictional, in the media and popular
culture.

Research On Other Tree Octopus
Species:
Pitch-Chewing Tree Octopuses Of British
Columbia — Octopuses in BC have long
been reported chewing the pitch of Sitka
spruce like gum, and will even go into the
trees to forage for it.
Olive Loving Tree Octopuses Of
Antiquity — Octopuses in Greece were
known since ancient times to climb olive
trees to feast on the tasty fruit.
Posters motivate the citizenry to action! Post
More On Old World Tree Octopuses —
them!
Ancient writers, such as Aristotle and Pliny
the Elder, tell of octopuses that venture onto land, including one that used a tree to
commit burglary.
The Ara-Eaters: Tree Octopuses Of Polynesia — Reports from the 1800s tell of
island octopuses that are attracted to the fragrant flowers of the pandanus tree.
Nicharongorong: Tree Octopuses of Micronesia — Reports of Palauan tree
octopuses that give birth in mangrove trees and eat lizards.
Devon Hedge Octopus — Species of octopus that once lived in the primeval forests
of Devon, UK, until deforestation drove them into the hedges and possibly to
extinction.
The author is Lyle Zapato.

Tree Octopus Sightings
Tree octopus species, including the endangered Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus, are some
of the most elusive creatures known to Man. Not many researchers have managed to
photograph them in the wild and those few in captivity tend to hide in inaccessable corners
of their cages, as if purposefully avoiding the prying of humans.
Any Tree Octopus sighting should be sent to lyle@zapatopi.net. If it adds significantly to
Tree Octopus research it may end up on this page.

Ellie managed to catch a climbing tree octopus on video:
2012-05-16
May 11th my friends and I hiked up Mt
Baker. Snow caused us to start two
miles
from
the
trail
head
which
retrospectively was a stroke of luck!
Almost, back at the car on the 12th I
suddenly
see
something
strange
scurrying around the base of a tree.
I couldn't believe my luck when it
ended up being the elusive Pacific
North West tree octopus!
Managed to get a little footage before
it secreted itself away in a hole in
the tree!

2011-01-06: A rare sighting of tree octopus predation by hawk:

Click to enlarge. Photos by Galen Leeds. Found at Pharyngula.

John digs deep to help the cause:
2010-12-16
Hello!
A few days ago I stumbled across some information about the
Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus on the web, so I decided to look
for a specimen in my area. I was happy to discover a tree
octopus living comfortably in a tree near my house. I excitedly
took out a dollar bill for its nest, and left it at the base of
the tree trunk. I dashed inside to get my camera, and took this
picture just before the magnificent little creature crawled into
its nest. I've seen this tree octopus and maybe a couple others
a few times since. I really hope this photo adds to your
research.
Sincerely,
John C. Lawson

A report of tragedy among the already endangered tree octopus population:
2010-03-24: "Tree Octopi tragedy"
While enjoying a break from shooting one of my films, I was
vacationing on the west coast, visiting a friend. Inbetween our
extensive debates on international politics and the environment,
we happen to stroll the grounds of his estate. His home is set
adjacent to the beautifully scenic Olympic National Park. The
air was tinged with smoke from the nearby Constantine fire,
which was happening at the time. It wasn't long before I noticed
something strange at my feet, an entire pod of 30 to 40 Pacific
Northwest tree octopi were littering his lawn. The poor
creatures had obviously been driven from the moisture of their
forest homes and were desperately migrating toward the safety of
the nearby Hood Canal. Tearfully, we collected several of the
dehydrated animals and tried to nurture them back to health, but
to no avail. I have attached [photos] of one of the Octopi for
you to use to raise awareness to the continued plight of the
species.
With love & support to the Pacific Northwest tree octopus
Babette Bombshell

With their numbers still dwindling, this is the sort of setback that the Pacific Northwest Tree
Octopus can ill afford.

Contrary to popular beliefs, not all tree octopuses hibernate during winter. Here are two
sightings of snow-loving octopuses from New England. The first is from Danno:
2009-03-11: "Snow Octopus"
The other day after a snow storm. I was getting ready to shovel
the snow. When I notice some movement. When I realized what it
was I grabbed my camera. I was only able to get one photo be for
the Snow Octopus (Snow Puss) disappeared under the snow. Living
in New England I didn't think they came this far south or east.

Photo detail enhanced using third-party cephalopod-image processing
technology.

Their ability to blend into the environment is amazing. One would almost think it was made
of snow. But one would be wrong.
This sighting comes from Emmy:

2009-01-19: "we found a tree octopus!!!!!!!"
These photographs show that tree octopi are not restricted to
temperate climates. The last picture also is possibly the only
known photo of a tree octopus nest. This is a proposed new
species, or the New England Ground-Nesting Tree Octopus, or just
simply New England Tree Octopus.

Emmy's photos of this previously unclassified tree octopus species were too blurry for even
our most advanced cephalopod-image processing technology to enhance. In order to keep
warm in the cold winter air, this species must be constantly on the move through the tree
tops, making photographing it clearly next to impossible. Its blue coloration might mean it's
related to T. pilosa, or perhaps that's just its way of saying how very cold it feels. Whatever
the case, the ground nest shows that, even in these uncertain economic times, people are
willing to open their wallets to help give tree octopuses comfy homes.

James from Seattle/Olympia writes in with a discovery he made in his Christmas tree:
2008-12-25: "Pacific NW Xmas tree Octopus"
Just letting you know, we spotted this adventurous tree octopi
feeling particularly festive.

Sometimes tree octopuses hitch a ride in Christmas trees harvested from farms on the
Olympic Peninsula. When its tree is being jostled violently, a tree octopus will hunker down
deep inside the branches near the trunk and camouflage itself to look like bark. This is a
defensive mechanism to protect it from wind storms and sasquatch trying to shake
octopuses to the ground. They may stay hidden like this for days after a particularly violent
shaking, such as experienced by Christmas trees when they are chopped down and
transported.
Many octopuses have a natural instinct to decorate their lairs with attractive baubles, and
O. paxarbolis is no exception. When it finally comes out of hiding and explores its tree,
finding it covered in shiny ornaments and sparkly lights, it will become so mesmerized by
the baublely abundance that it'll hardly notice that its tree is sitting in some human's living
room.
Scandinavian immigrants considered it good luck to find a tree octopus in their Christmas
tree. Granted, that's because they like to eat them. But for us more enlightened
cephalopodophiles, we can consider it a sign of good luck that the species hasn't yet gone
extinct.
And to keep it that way, please remember to remove any octopuses you find before
disposing of your Christmas tree. They can be put in a shoe box -- with a bit of moist
branch to make them feel comfortable and some tinsel to keep them distracted -- and

taken to your nearest chapter of the Friends of the Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus for
reintroduction into the wild.

Jonathan wrote in with an invasive tree octopus species he discovered in his garden...
2007-08-24: "Invasive exotic tree octopus species a threat to
our native Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus?"

Dear Sir,
I am writing to bring to your attention yet another threat to
our endangered native Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus (Octopus
paxarbolis). I photographed these specimens on a potted bamboo
and Japanese maple on my deck, north of Seattle.
At this time, I am uncertain whether this invader is the Chinese
Bamboo Octopus (Sinoctopus bambusa) that came in on the bamboo
and spread to the nearby Japanese maple, or a related Japanese
species (Aceroctopus japonicum) that spread from the maple to
the bamboo. Given the similarity between the coloring of the
octopuses and the maple leaf stems, I suspect the latter.
The Asiatic invasive octopus is much smaller than O. paxarbolis,
with mature specimens measuring just 5-6 inches across, from
tentacle tip to tentacle tip. However, what they lack in size,
they make up for in numbers. The maple and bamboo plants were
just
crawling
with
them!
Lax
inspection
standards
for
horticultural imports are certainly to blame.
I worry about the effect on the native species should the exotic
species manage to spread beyond garden plants to the greater fir
forests of the area.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Griffin-MacGregor

It is indeed a Japanese maple octopus. You can tell from the spring-like cinching at the
base of the arms, which has become characteristic for A. japonicum. Shinto priests in
Japan have been artificially selecting this species for centuries, culling from the maple
trees only those with a pleasing continuity between their body and arms for use in their
ceremonies/luncheons. This has left the wild population with limbs oddly mismatched to
their bodies -- as well as a bold, some would say defiant, attitude toward humans, since the
unculled ones have come to view the priest's avoidance as a sign of fear.
You are right to be worried about this invasive species. I would suggest you burn your
garden to the ground. It's the only way to make sure that the invasion doesn't spread to
native Tree Octopus habitats.

Marc L. sent in a photo of a rare tree octopus that specializes in redcedar:
2006-12-16

Photo detail enhanced using advanced ZPi cephalopod-image processing
technology.

Here is a rare and endangered Cephalopod Thuja Pilcata or
locally known as the Western Red Cedar Climbing Octopus. You
don't see one of these babies everyday!! Especially this far
inland!!
Emacs!

Marc has his names a bit confused, which is understandable given the esoteric nature of
tree octopus cladistics. Thuja plicata is actually the scientific name for the Western
Redcedar tree that this octopus calls home. The correct binomial for the octopus itself is
Thujoctopus pilosa, named for the lush coating of bluish velvet that it evolved to help retain
moisture as it migrated deep inland from its ancestral Pacific home. Unfortunately, this
notable trait led to its current rarity.
Originally considered a cheaper domestic alternative to fine velvets imported from Italy or
Kashmir, redcedar octopus pelts became popular in the early to mid 20th century with a
growing North American middle-class desperate for luxury goods. In particular, evening

dresses made entirely of undyed T. pilosa pelts became such a fixture during the post-war
period that they were immortalized in the song "Blue Velvet" -- made a hit in 1951 by Tony
Bennett and again in the 1960s by Bobby Vinton.
(The song also featured prominently in the 1986 film "Blue Velvet" by director and animal
lover David Lynch, who considered it emblematic of the moral degeneracy of suburban
middle-class life. Lynch spent much of his childhood in the woods of eastern Washington
and was well aware of the devastation brought against the local tree octopus populations
by the twisted, fetishistic desires of the suburbs.)
Eventually, shrinking numbers of redcedar octopus combined with inexpensive massproduced synthetic velvets available on the burgeoning global market led to the pelt trade
becoming unprofitable -- narrowly saving T. pilosa from extinction.
[2007-01-01] Marc had a follow up letter:
2006-12-31
Your write up was very impressive but you failed to mention the
decline in habitat here in Southern Oregon due to logging.
Fortunately, now that the species is protected, you often hear
in the woods " Don't cut that one, they's one of them dang blue
pusses up there!!"
A far greater threat to the species exists from pets. I have
personally witnessed a Labrador Retriever violently shaking a
Cedar Pus, the cries of which are unimaginable, perhaps best
described as unworldly or maybe Chinese.
On a lighter note I'm sure you will be happy to hear our
sighting turned out to be a breeding colony, as evidenced by the
attached photo.

Another sighting of an Australian species of tree octopus, this one associating with an
arboreal marsupial...
2005-04-28: "Tree-ringed octopus sighted with koalas"

Photo detail enhanced using third-party cephalopod-image processing
technology.

At last! Someone who can testify to the reality of such rare and
beautious beasts.
It was a fine Spring day. We hapless residents of Daisy Hill
were out photographing the last remaining large koala habitat in
SE
Queensland,
with
developers
poised
at
our
doorstep
(www.savedaisyhill.com), snapping away at the innocent koalas
sleeping peacefully in the treetops, when lo! The great and very
endangered Tree-ringed octopus appeared swinging amongst the
branches. Very unusual for such a shy animal.
Developers are still poised at our doorstep. We know our plight
to save the Tree-ringed octopus is futile, but this, at least,
is testimony to the world that they once inhabited this great
land.
Hapalochlaena eucalyptlata, which is known to grow up to 30cm
(12 in) across bears bright blue rings when angered, and can
inflict a lethal bite, much like it's marine cousin, the lesser
Hapalochlaena lunulata.
Since both species carry enough poison to kill 26 adults within
minutes, we're hoping there'll be enough to go around for the
developers and their bulldozer wielding lackeys.
Sonny Whitelaw

Report of tree octopus seen east of Seattle, possibly feeding on bugs. Unlikely to be O.
paxarbolis, as they could never survive crossing the I5 corridor...
2004-10-29: "Tree Octopus Sighting East of Seattle!"

Photo detail enhanced using third-party cephalopod-image processing
technology.

A friend an I were looking for interesting bugs in a dense
forest east of Seattle. My friend John is the man hanging from a
rope in the middle of the photo. I was taking a picture of him
hanging from the ropes with my digital camera when I noticed in
the picture preview there was something on the base of one of
the trees. I Looked at the tree and saw what appeared to be an
octopus. It was rather dark because the sun was on the other
side of the tree, so I took a photo of it with my heat sensing
camera to make sure that it was a living creature. I then went
searching on the internet for a tree-climbing octopus site and I
found this one. Here is the photo I was talking about, I hope it
helps your studies.
Sincerely,
Peter Rootes

Below is a first hand account of the cephalopodic carnage that results when tree octopuses
cross the road...

2004-02-11
I am well acquainted with the tree octopus from the time I lived
in Tacoma. For a time I dated a girl who lived in Port Angeles
on the north end of the Olympic peninsula. Because it was a
about a three hour I'd drive up to visit her on the weekends.
The route I'd drive to and from visiting her crossed the Hood
canal and then followed its western shore for some distance.
It's a beautiful, unspoiled area of virgin forest at the foot of
the majestic Olympic mountains in the west, and the beautiful
waters of the Hood canal and Puget sound to the east. Many times
while driving back home late I would see tree octopi (or "tree
squawbs" as the locals call them) as they crossed the road
heading for the canal, obviously on their way back to spawn...
(Read more on the Louisville Scuba Divers website.)

This is why you should always bring an umbrella with you in the Hoh Rainforest...
2003-06-04: "Possible Tree Octopus Sighting!"

Photo detail enhanced using advanced ZPi cephalopod-image
processing technology.

I was hiking with my Aunt Gene last August in the Hoh rain
forest when I shot this slide. It wasn't until a few months
later, when I was giving a slide presentation, that I noticed
the mass in the upper left [sic] corner. I thought it appeared a
little strange, but it wasn't until I stumbled across your site
that I realized that I had found an elusive tree octopus! I feel
so lucky to have accidentally gotten a photo of this amazing
creature!
-- Justin

The following photo appears to be of some species of Deciduous Tree Octopus, most likely
O. saccharum or the Sugar Octopus. They occur most often in coastal New England,
where they use their beaks to break the bark of maple trees and slurp the sap. These tree
octopuses die off annually with the changing of the leaves, dropping to the ground where
they are then gathered by the local Hominoids as sweet Fall snacks. Although not closely
related to O. paxarbolis, they do share a common plight as environmental disruption and
poaching for the lucrative Japanese dessert sushi market has brought Sugar Octopus
populations to dangerously low levels.
2002-12-21: "Tree Octopus Sighting!!!!"

Photo detail enhanced using advanced ZPi cephalopod-image
processing technology.

I was recently taking pictures of the beautiful scenery while on
vacation, when I noticed something odd crawling through the
trees. To my disbelief, I discovered that it was a tree octopus!
It moved extremely quickly, but I managed to get a good picture
of it, and I think you'll agree that it's a pretty high-quality
photo. I hope you add this picture to your site so that people
can see the beauty of the tree octopus.
Sincerely,
Jonathan

2002-08-27: "I have seen a tree octopus!"
Dear sir,
I am a canopy researcher currently based in Tasmania, Australia.
I came your web site and was very excited, for cephalopods are
another dear interest of mine. I would like to share a
photograph with you. I spent last June studying in the
coniferous forests of Mt. St. Helens and Rainier for an
international canopy network project mapping trees. ICAN is
based out of the Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington.
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Photo detail enhanced using advanced ZPi cephalopod-image processing
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I saw it from above, on rope at perhaps 30 meters. It was maybe
12 meters below me. This was in early August 2001. I will scan
my files for other pictures and see if I can locate another one
of these elusive camouflaged creatures. I also invite you to
visit
my
University
of
Tasmania
web
page
at
www.geog.utas.edu.au/yoav and browse.
I invite you to post this photograph on your web page. It would
be an honour to be included on such a site about such an amazing
and little known creature. The photograph is also at the bottom
of the linkage page on my web site. Is this the first confirmed
sighting of one of these creatures outside of the Olympics? If
you suspect that it is a seperate subspecies, I propose it be
named Octopus paxarbolis var. cascadii. Slightly better than
naming it after myself, I think.
[...] If you have any suggestions on how to integrate a Tree
Octopus research program into my study, please let me know. My
project proposal is available on the web site. I suspect that
there is an analogous creature in the eucalyptus rainforests of
SE Australia. I will find them if I can!
Also, I still haven't seen the giant squid at the museum that
washed ashore a few miles from here. But I will....
Cheers!
Yoav Daniel Bar-Ness

UPDATE 2007-05-13: Bar-Ness has started a new website called TreeOctopus.net, which
contains further tree octopus research, as well as information on his forest research,
writings, and photos.

Tree Octopuses In The Media
Tree octopuses have inspired activists, writers, artists, and researchers across
generations. Some speak out specifically on the plight of the Pacific Northwest Tree
Octopus and their kin. Some incorporate fictionalized versions of tree octopuses, or other
arboreal cephalopods, into their works -- either as friends or as enemies. Others have
simply reported on tree octopuses for the edification of the public. Below is a list of tree
octopuses appearing in the media.
DISCLAIMER: The purpose of this list is to document how tree octopuses have been and
are depicted in the media, including fiction. Some spoilers for stories may occur, but I'll try
to be cagey in the descriptions if possible. Some items, especially historical ones, may
contain imagery, viewpoints, or information considered offensive or outdated. Items are
included on this list based purely on their tree octopus content, ordered by date. Links to
sites selling the media are provided only if I couldn't find an objective site with more
information, or haven't reviewed it on my blog. Inclusion on this list does not constitute
endorsement by ZPi.
If you know of any other appearances, old or new, of tree octopuses in books, film, art, etc.,
email me.

Literature:
Bill the Jungle Octopus (2018), a children's book by Angela Pink, is about an
aquatic octopus that is forced by a pelican to move to the jungle and has to get along
with his new, distrusting neighbors.
"Absolutely True Facts about the Pacific Tree Octopus" (2016), a short story by
H. L. Burke, is about 8-year-old Liesel's decision between being right and doing right
while on a family camping trip to the Olympic Peninsula.
Nolander (2015), an urban fantasy novel by Becca Mills, includes a species of
sentient tree octopuses who live in a parallel Octoworld.
Arrival (2015), a novel by W. Ross White about a generational starship that arrives at
its destination planet, where herds of four-armed cephalopods swing through the
jungle canopies.
The Long Earth (2012), a collaborative novel by Terry Pratchett and Stephen Baxter
about traveling through parallel Earths in which Homo sapiens never existed,
proposes an alternate North America where, instead of tentaculating from branch to
branch, tree octopuses glide through the canopy by spinning like frisbees.
"Confessor" (2010), a near-future, post-collapse story by Elizabeth Bear from the
audiobook collection METAtropolis: CASCADIA, follows an investigation into the
murder of a geneticist that leads to a smuggling ring on Mt. Rainier selling genetically
engineered counterfeit tree-octopuses to unsuspecting international buyers. (Review)
Spooky Washington: Tales of Hauntings, Strange Happenings, and Other Local
Lore (2010), a book of folklore stories by S. E. Schlosser, includes one about a
mischievous tree-octopus that steals chickens, with illustration. (Review)
Pock's World (2010), a sci-fi novel by Dave Duncan, mentions its eponymous
planet's greatest delicacy, talion, which is rotted tree octopus.
The Procession of Mollusks (2008), a novel by Eric E. Olson, touches on the native
uses of tree octopuses. (Review)

Nation (2008), a tropical alternate-history young-adult novel by Terry Pratchett,
includes an island that's home to tree-climbing octopuses (Octopus arbori) that are
hard to pull off if they land on your head -- and never let them think you're a coconut,
because they have sharp beaks. (British cover-art includes a suspiciously familiar
tree octopus.)
The Other Side of the Island (2008), an eco-dystopic young-adult novel by Allegra
Goodman, has a tree octopus named Octavio who helps the protagonist, Honor, as
she learns the truth about The Corporation and its sky projections.
The Book of Summer (2008), a Christian-military-sci-fi novel by James F. David,
takes place on the newly colonized planet America, where outcast Rey Mann adopts
an orphaned baby tree-octopus (which he names Ollie) after he kills its mother.
Lulu Atlantis and the Quest for True Blue Love (2008), a children's novel by
Patricia Martin, mentions Lulu's father being off to save the Pacific Northwest Tree
Octopus, which is described as "a worthy crusade and a worthy cause".
"A New Order of Things" (2006), a sci-fi story by Edward M. Lerner serialized in
Analog magazine, includes intelligent spacefaring aliens from Alpha Centauri A
known as the Unity (or "Centaurs" by humans) that are "arboreal octopi covered in
green fur".
Minnie & Moo and the Seven Wonders of the World (2003), an illustrated
children's book by Denys Cazet, is about two cows trying to raise money to save their
farm by giving tours of seven wonders, including a Forest Octopus they solicit
donations to save.
Zollocco: A Novel of Another Universe (2000), a sci-fi-comedy-adventure by
Cynthia Joyce Clay, follows a woman who escapes an eco-dystopic Earth and finds
herself on a planet ruled by an intelligent forest named Zollocco that protects her -with, among other things, its tree-octopus minions -- from an interplanetary
corporation that wants to sell her as a household pet.
Marc Stone #39: Les pieuvres végétales (1998), part of a French sci-fi novel series
by Jean-Pierre Garen about the adventures of Marc Stone of Galactic Security and
his android Ray, has Stone rescue tourists from Vénusia, a jungle planet whose allfemale population is besieged by vegetable octopuses.
Vacuum Flowers (1987), a cyberpunk novel by Michael Swanwick, suggests in
passing that tree squid might be common in the bioengineered blossom clusters of a
future colonized solar system.
The Crucible of Time (1983), a sci-fi novel by John Brunner about an alien species
of tree-octopusoids who, at the dawn of their understanding of science, learn that
their planet will one day be destroyed by the collision of their star system with a cloud
of interstellar debris and must, over millennia and against disastrous set-backs,
develop the technology to escape into space.
"The Hour that Stretches" (from Stalking the Nightmare, 1982), a short story by
Harlan Ellison, includes a plot synopsis involving the Chesapeake Tree-Climbing
Octopus, described thusly:
This retiring and rarely glimpsed creature lives in the many quiet estuaries
of the Chesapeake system. Early each morning the octopus leaves the
water and crawls up the trunk of a shoreside tree. It makes its way
precariously onto a branch overhanging the water, where it waits for its
prey to pass underneath.

"Drom Lunaris" by Richard A. Lupoff is a short story (published in the Feb. 1979
issue of KPFA Folio) about an intelligent, winged camel named Sopwith who flies to
the moon to escape the ugliness of Earth, finding there, among other things, a
garden with singing tree octopi in the vines of its tall trees. (Blogged)
"A Night in Elf Hill" by Norman Spinrad (1968, reprinted in his The Last Hurrah of the
Golden Horde) is a short story about a merchant spacer who searches for a hidden
city in an alien swamp where golden-fuzzed, turkey-gabbling "octopoid things" swing
through the trees by their tentacles like monkeys.
Old Growler—Space Ship No. 2213 (Science Fiction Fortnightly No. 4, 1951), a
space exploration novel by "Jon J. Deegan" in which a character's grip is likened to
a "tree-octopus from some swamp on Hamor" (p.19). (Another story in the "Old
Growler" series, "The Singing Spheres" (1952), also likens someone's grip to a
"swamp-octopus of Zonnash".)
"Sword of Fire" by Emmett McDowell (Planet Stories, Winter 1949) is a novella about
alien octopuses that take over a jungle planet, ruling the native humanoids using
mind-control. (Review)
"The Thaw Plan" (from The Lost Cavern and Other Tales of the Fantastic, 1948), a
short story by Gerald Heard, is set long after the ice caps were melted, leaving
mankind divided into two different, polar-bound species separated by a vast,
equatorial belt of impenetrable jungle, home to atavistic creatures, including a brieflymentioned tree octopus that attacks the protagonist. (Review)
"The Octopus Cycle" (Amazing Stories, May 1928), by Irvin Lester & Fletcher Pratt
with art by Frank R. Paul, is a pulp story about towering octopuses, referred to as
"Umbrella Beasts", that walk out of the sea into the jungles of Madagascar, from
which they terrorize the locals -- and potentially the world. (Review)

Cover from Poulpe Pulps, interior art scanned by Matt Goodman.
Click to enlarge...

Drome (1927), a pulp adventure by John Martin Leahy originally serialized in Weird
Tales (Jan.-May, 1927) then published as a book in 1952, takes place in a cavernous
realm miles below Mount Rainier with a primeval forest inhabited by deadly treeoctopuses. (Review)

Art by Leahy from 1952 book.
Click to enlarge...

「松に藤蛸木にのぼるけしきあり」 (c. 1600s), a renku by poet Nishiyama Sōin
likening wisteria growing on a pine to an octopus climbing a tree. A translation:
wisteria on pine -a tree octopus climbs
there's a spectacle!
Halieutica (c. 100s), an epic poem on fishing by Oppian of Corycus, contains a
passage about Greek octopuses' love of olive trees.

Non-Fiction:
Weird Washington (2008), a book on Washington State oddities, has an article on
the Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus, illustrated with photo of a tree octopus luring
squirrels with nuts.
Words of the Lagoon (1981), an ethnographic book about Palau by R.E. Johannes,
reports on arboreal octopuses that give birth in the islands' mangroves. (More on
this topic...)
The Bella Coola Indians (1948), an ethnographic book about the Nuxalk of British
Columbia by Thomas Forsyth McIlwraith, reports on octopuses that forage in spruce
trees for pitch, which they enjoy chewing like gum. (More on this topic...)
Life in the Southern Isles (1876), by Rev. William Wyatt Gill, includes the earliest
written record of Polynesian tree octopuses.

Naturalis Historia (c. 77-79), by Pliny the Elder, tells of a Spanish octopus that used
a tree to steal pickled fish.

Speculative Science:
The Future Is Wild (2003), a TV documentary series exploring what future evolution
may produce, had an episode titled "The Tentacled Forest" set 200 million years
hence in which squibbon, a cephalopod that swings through the trees like a gibbon,
use their intelligence to battle giant, forest-dwelling megasquid. The series ends
suggesting the squibbon may form a new civilization. (There was also a swampus
from 100 myh.)
An alternate-history thought-experiment from 1999 by Lewis Hutton, Douglas Muir,
and Stan Engle imagines a world without vertebrates that includes a section on
molluscs where herds of giant slugs are everywhere, some preyed upon by tree
octopi (with illustration).
The New Dinosaurs: An Alternative Evolution (1988), a book by Dougal Dixon
that imagines what present day life would be like had the non-avian dinosaurs not
gone extinct, includes a Coconut Grab (Nuctoceras litureperus), a type of tree
ammonite of the Australasian Realm that climbs coconut trees:

Life Among the Stars (1974), a science book on the possibility of extraterrestrial life
by V.A. Firsoff, includes speculation that an arboreal octopus might one day become
a spacefaring species, with illustration:

Future spacepus?

Visual Arts:
A pair of New World Nautilus Primates (Nautilidae octohabilis), by John
"Magnus" Champlin (2019).
Fae Archaic by Kirt E. Burdick, "a fantasy comic book involving the dealings of lizard
faeries, mountain ogres, and tree mollusks" (2013-2019).
Mural of a tree octopus by Patrick Maxcy (2018).
Watercolor of a tree octopus by Olivia Bosson (2017).
Painting an octopus in a tree with chickadees, a video tutorial by Lisa Lachri
(2016).
Pacific Northwest Legends: A Natural History: Tree Octopus, part of a mural by
Justin Gibbens and Will Bow, located under the BNSF Tunnel on Post Street in
Spokane, WA (2015).
Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus (and Pine Clams) by Iris Jay (print available)
(2015).
"Leaf Octopus" by Alex Konstad (2014).
"Octopus in Waiting" by Lee White (2012).
"The Resting Place" by Shane Devries depicts two forest octopuses sitting on the
lap of a wistful monster (2011).
Optipess "Small Wee Ones", a comic strip by Kristian Nygård, explains the dangers
of tree-octopus cross-breeding (2010).
"Ocean Invasion #1: Octopus arborealus" by Daniel D. Brown depicts a tree
octopus eating a velociraptor (2010).

"Strange Tales of the Pacific Northwest. Episode 34: 20,000 Legs Under the Trees"
(2007)

A one-page graphic-novel drawn by Lukas Ketner and written by Ryan Brown about
the Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus' origins and struggles with cougar predation. It
appeared in issue #25 of The Bear Deluxe Magazine published by Orlo, a nonprofit
organization using the creative arts to explore environmental issues.
A tree octopus illustration created for a European oil company by Gaia Garlaschelli
(2006?)

Body Arts:
Pacific Northwest tree octopus tattoo by Raynelle (tattniss_everclean) (2018).
Cover-up tattoo with tree octopus by tim_austin_tattoos (2016).
Tree octopus tattoo on cascadian_underground (2015).
Tree octopus forearm tattoo by Liberty Tattoo, Seattle (2012).
Tree octopus half-sleeve tattoo by Curtis Burgess (2011).

Culinary Arts:
Tree Octopus jack-o-lantern at the Roger Williams Park Zoo, Providence, RI (2018)
Soy sausage and spaghetti octopuses on broccoli trees.
A roasted Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus (vegetarian).
Tree Octopus Bento: Karetchko raises delicious awareness with a tree octopus
rendered in string cheese.

Film/TV:
Monsters (2010), a film about a journalist who must rescue a woman from a
quarantined zone in Mexico overrun with giant, alien octopusoids that walk on the
land and lay their eggs in the trees.
IMPOLEX (2009), an independent film about a US soldier on a mission to recover
German V-2 rockets at the end of World War II who encounters, among other things,
a talking European forest octopus.
In the He-Man and the Masters of the Universe episode "Trouble in Trolla" (1984),
He-Man has the squeeze put on him by a giant, blue tree-octopus on Trolla, home-

planet of Orko:

Kure Kure Takora ( ク レ ク レ タ コ ラ , 1973-4), a Japanese kids' show centering
around the bizarre, greedy exploits of Kure Kure Takora (Gimme Gimme Octopus), a
tree octopus who wants all that he sees from his branch in a tree:

お猿の艦隊 (The Monkey Fleet) (1936), a Japanese animated silent short, depicts
an army of octopuses marching into a forest to raid a monkey melon farm:

La Pieuvre (The Octopus) (1928), a short surrealist documentary by Jean Painlevé,
opens with an octopus climbing down from a tree:

(A video I created by editing together excepts with new intertitles can be found here:
La Pieuvre Des Arbres. Someone else added music and uploaded it to Vimeo.)

Internet Video:
The Tree Octopus - A Journey, a documentary following a trek into the Olympic
National Forest in search of tree octopuses:

The Tree Octopus - A Journey

Someone (not me) started a Save The Tree Octopus! YouTube channel that
includes a touching tribute video, a homeless Tree Octopus created in Spore,
and an actual video of an elusive Tree Octopus:

Tree Octopus Caught On Tape!

There's also one purporting to show a tree octopus hatching from an egg, but I'm
not convinced. Also, footage of rarely seen tree octopus leaping behavior and a
tree octopus camouflaging itself.
The Internet is filled with too many tree octopus videos to embed:
Save It: The Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus, an instructional video from
1989 by Dr. Stanely Dre'Shea
Let's Save the Tree Octopus! Mike and Jason show you three simple steps on
how to save the endangered Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus from extinction!

PSA: The Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus. Did you know the tree octopus is
responsible for all the world's happiness?
MrJayniepoo trick-or-treats for tree octopuses.
Stop-motion Lego animation of tree octopus encounter.
Newt Gingrich on the Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus.
The Tale of the Urban Tree Octopus, an illustrated explanation of biological
adaptation and tree octopus gentrification.
Tree Octopus Hunter, the man who has committed his whole life to finding and
recording sightings of the PNW Tree Octopus.
The Hunt for Tree Octopi, a short, Attenborough-esque documentary on their
sad plight.
Troctopus (Part 1) a "Romantic Documentary" (in 22 short parts) about one
teen's obsession with finding tree octopuses in South Dakota, a conspiracy to
stop him by his arch-nemesis, and a star-crossed romance between his bestfriend/research-assistant and a local Sasquatch that threatens to rip apart the
research team.
Erin wants a tree octopus pet, but since poaching would only harm their
population, she wants science to invent one for her.
Mission: Tree Octopus is an epic adventure to discover evidence of tree
octopi armed only with an electric toothbrush.
A flashback video by an Australian kid who has opened some sort of spatial
rift between Australia and Gorst resulting in him being attacked in his home by
a gun-wielding tree octopus.
Tree Octopus Attack! is a short octoploitation flick.
PSA: Tree Octopus is a simple but effective animated PSA.
PSA: Tree Octopus and Swine Flu (Note: At the time this PSA was released,
researchers feared the Sasquatch had gone extinct due to the swine flu
pandemic. Turns out they were all just hiding from the researchers. All is well
with Sasquatch. Please remain calm.)
Watch Dingo McGee track the wily Tree-Climbing Octopus.
Watch an episode of the Carry Springer Show (like the Jerry Springer show,
only in someone's living room) tackling the plight of the tree octopus.
Watch the short film Traci Bogart, PI: Hunt for the Pacific Northwest Tree
Octopus (there's also a trailer and blooper reel).
Watch a lesson on "How to be a Tree Octopus".
Watch the video audition of a young Steve Irwan fan as he goes in search of
tree octopuses and Sasquatch.
Watch 8 Legs of Awesome, a short deconstructionist movie about capturing a
tree octopus and feeding it chickens on a farm. (They also have a trailer.)
Watch a Dutch animal documentary about the tiger, panda bear, and
mysterious tree octopus.

Role Playing Games:
Airship Troopers: Volcanic Dinosaur Island of Doom (2010), a RPG set in the
Zeppelin Age, includes a Treetopus and other unusual octopuses.
Footprints No. 4 (2005), an e-zine with material for AD&D campaigns, includes a
monster description for a Tree Squid (Architeuthis arboreus) by B. Haskell Armstrong.
Stormwrack: Mastering the Perils of Wind and Wave (2005), an environment
supplement for playing Dungeons & Dragons in sea and storm by Richard Baker,
Joseph Carriker, & Jennifer Clarke-Wilkes, has a footnote on "Terrestrially Adapted
Aquatic Creatures" that suggests Dungeon Masters include relatively harmless
creatures such as arboreal octopi, adding "the tree-climbing octopus might be after
coconuts and only occasionally try to crack a character's head by mistake".
Fera Vita: Pax Draconis Supplement #1, Wildlife (2005), a creature stat
supplement by Justin Dagna for the sci-fi RPG Pax Draconis, has an entry for the
Land Octopus, or Lukashi, that spends much of its time in trees and can be found on
most worlds in the game's universe since their microscopic hatchlings are spread in
water supplies and "can also survive in wet bathing suits that tourists often wrap in
plastic for the trip home." Also mentioned in The Lost Colony: Pax Draconis
Campaign #1 (2003).

Miscellaneous Pop-Culture:
In the Star Wars "Expanded Universe" (i.e. stuff not in the movies), the nexu is a
predator that feeds on bark rats and warm-blooded, furry arboreal octopi in the
Indonan jungles of planet Cholganna. (First mentioned in: Star Wars: Attack of the
Clones: The Visual Dictionary [2002] and first pictured in Star Wars: Edge of the
Empire: Beyond the Rim [2013], a RPG module):

Contacting Aliens: An Illustrated Guide to David Brin's Uplift Universe (2002)
notes that "ancient records hint that proto-Puber were arboreal, a sort of tree-dwelling
octopus."
A never-produced mid-1990s Tremors TV series was to include an episode with an
arboreal octopus preying on people in the woods.

